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By day I am a Respiratory Therapist by night I am a paranormal investigator. SNAPIT
was founded in 2008 for the purpose of house investigations and trips to investigate
haunted and unusual reporting’s within the United States. Today SNAPIT has extended
its purpose to include education, partnering up with other individuals and groups to
extend awareness and scientific research using state of the equipment.
I currently head up SNAPIT’s team and continue my studies on paranormal activities
and spirit energy. I have written papers on How do Ghost manifest, Entity attachment,
Poltergeist, Possession and Intrusion, Shadow People and Cleansing and Sage, all has
been recognized by major institutions of paranormal studies.
I believe paranormal research and studies can add mutual aid to those struggling with
spiritual phenomena and experiences that are left unanswered. The many facets in this
field of study can bring answers and understanding to the continuation of the souls next
experience.
SNAPIT currently is merging our resources with Hands on Paranormal to be able to
offer a fuller and more expansive collection of paranormal resources and education.
SNAPIT has filmed a reality show in our home location as well as offered Seances,
Investigations, Spirit Fests, Paranormal Expo’s and workshops.
We use equipment that is certified for paranormal use and verify our finding through
extensive screening using qualified personnel. We have on our staff a camera
professional, our own international medium, experience team coordinators to handle our
instruments and a trained communicator for all of our reveals.
Our home base is a Funeral home turned church. We are located in Cicero and
schedule public investigations of this mob based haunted church.
I personally invite you to attend our events, our doors are open to the public and please
friend us on Facebook.

